Abstract-Real-time parking occupancy information is valuable for guiding drivers' searching for parking spaces. Recently many parking detection systems using on-vehicle range-based sensors are invented. However, they disregard the practical difficulty of obtaining access to raw sensory data which are required for feature-based algorithms. In this paper, we focus on transforming short-range radars (SRR) embedded in Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) to collect occupancy information, and broadcast it through a connected vehicle network. The challenge that raw data transmitted through ADAS unit has been encoded to sparse points is overcome by analyzing the cumulative data by statistical techniques instead of direct feature extractions. We propose a two-step classification algorithm combining Mean-Shift clustering and Support Vector Machine, and evaluate it through field experiments. The results show that the average Type I error rate for off-street parking is 15.23% and for on-street parking is 32.62%. In both cased the Type II error rates are less than 20%, and Bayesian updating can recursively improve the mapping results. This paper provides a comprehensive method to leverage on ADAS sensors for the parking detection function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic resulting from vehicles hunting for free parking spaces is significant in populated urban areas. Previous research reported that vehicles cruising for parking induce about 30% of the traffic in several major cities and consequently impose unnecessary costs to drivers and transport authorities [1] . Real-time parking occupancy information provides critical input for a parking management system, which are usually collected by on-site sensors. However, installation and maintenance of these sensors can be costly. Besides, collaborative mapping and routing optimization for parking with low market penetration is a significant problem for automated vehicles (AV). Recently, many researchers have investigated the infrastructure-independent parking detection system in which non-AV can be transformed to probe car by mounting range-based or vision-based sensors. In practice, these sensors have been widely embedded in Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS), while the value of sensory data collected in the last-mile trips is not fully exploited for parking guidance use. One of the major *This work was supported by Mobility Transformation Center, University of Michigan. 1 obstacles is that the access to ADAS's raw data is usually not available, and thus most previous developed algorithms based on feature extractions require to build in new sensors on probe cars. To develop a more economic solution, we focus on directly employing sparse classified output from ADAS. Hence this paper intends to fill this gap by proposing a statistical parking detection algorithm which is able to process encoded Short Range Radars (SRR) data. This paper will first review related works in section II, and propose a two-step clustering algorithm to implement a parking guidance system hinged on multiple vehicular sensors in section III. In section IV, this algorithm is evaluated by training data and test data from field experiments. Final conclusion is made in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
Previous studies have employed different methods for parking space detection via on-vehicle sensors. Vision-based parking detection is one of the most well-developed methods because of the maturity of machine visions for object recognition, as well as the lower cost of cameras compared to other sensors [2] . However, poor lighting or weather conditions and deformation or occlusion objects may restrict the accuracy of using a single type of sensing technology.
Range-based sensors including ultrasonic, radar and lidar sensors, are complementary solutions to detect objects. For example, Schmid et al. implemented three automotive-use short-range radars operating at 24 GHz to reconstruct a hierarchical 3-D occupancy grid map with dynamic level of details [3] . Mathur et al. collected 500 miles of roadside parking data by equipping ultrasonic sensors on probe cars and the result showed that parking spot counts are 95% accurate and occupancy maps can achieve over 90% accuracy [4] . Zhou et al. used AdaBoost algorithm to train a classifier on 2-D laser scans, and extracted car bumpers as main features of parked vehicles [5] . Thronton et al. applied laser sensor for the fast survey of parallel on-street parking. They focused on filtering out road curbs and other driving cars on street as noise [6] . Ibisch et al. employed RANSAC and Kalman Filters in tracking parking through multiple Lidar sensors embedded in a parking garage in the lack of GPS information [7] .
It is noticeable that all these experiments analyze raw sensory data and most literature test their method in single parking scenario. Few studies considers the data may be retrieved from commercial product's output channel, and the overall performance when driving in different environment is unclear.
III. PARKING DETECTION ALGORITHM AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES
In this paper, we considered two types of parking: offstreet parking (parking lots) and on-street parking (road-side parkings). These two scenarios contain both parallel parking and perpendicular parking. Limited by the capability of less advanced range-based sensors embedded in commercial ADAS and absence of GPS indoors, these probe cars will require additional devices to be able to navigate inside of a multi-level parking structure. On the other hand, a multistorey parking structures can be directly integrated into a urban-level management system because it records entry/exit counting at the tolling gate, which is not available for the two scenarios we considered here.
The proposed parking detection system includes three categories of sensors that are already widely embedded in passenger vehicles: (a) Range-based sensors, including radars or ultrasonic sensors (incorporated in ADAS such as Lane-keeping / Lane-change Assist Systems, Parking Assist Systems, Autonomous Emergency Braking Systems, etc.). (b) Odometers, such as Global Positioning System (GPS). (c) Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication channels like Dedicated Short Range Communications. Although this paper only evaluated SRR, the algorithm is adaptable to similar systems with this required combination of sensors.
A. Parking Detection Algorithm for Probe Car
Different from previous parking detection projects using the raw sensory data, the SRR data from ADAS output are sparse 2-D points on the x-y plane. At each time step, each point represents an object in view of sensors instead of multiple reflections from the same object. Therefore, it is impractical to apply feature-based classification algorithms that are discussed in the related works to process the data from a 'black box' classifier. Alternately, we consider to use statistical methods for the cumulative data from probe car as the following steps:
Step 1: Data Preprocessing: converting radar data dynamically from local coordinate to global coordinate and synchronizing time steps between different sensors.
Step 2:
Step-One Classification: labeling data points to clusters using clustering method.
Step 3:
Step-Two Classification: applying Support Vector Machine (SVM) to find the linear maximum margins between adjacent clusters.
Step 4: Map Matching: match margins locations with a given parking spaces map. 1) Coordinate Conversion: Since SRR data are reported in a local coordinate whose origin is the centroid of the probe car, it is necessary to project them to a global 2-D Cartesian coordinate system dynamically by fusing it with GPS data at each time step. We use Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system so that all measurements are in SI units.
Let (x t , y t ) denote the centroid position of the probe car at time t (on UTM plane), and φ t is the heading. z z z * t = {z * t,x , z * t,y } represents a detected object's position in the local coordinate. A simple conversion of z z z t in the global coordinate is:
Synchronization between different types of sensor is also essential in preprocessing step because different sensor may have different frequency and measurement accuracy (for example, in this experiment GPS (10 Hz) has lower frequency than SRR (50 Hz), so we use GPS clock as the standard timer, and ±0.1s tolerance in matching data from two sources).
2) Two-step Classification: SRR data points are generated from objects within the detecting range of the probe car. At each time step, only one point is produced from each object through a 'black box' classifier, so we aggregate points during the trip and treated the time-series points from each parked car as one cluster. The task of classification includes two part: finding the number of clusters (i.e. parked vehicles) at the end of the trip and labeling each point to the corresponding cluster.
The first step is applying clustering with model selection on the sparse cumulative data. To find the most efficient combination for this specific task, we compared three different types of methods in training dataset: mean-shift clustering (MSC) with flat kernel (density-based clustering method), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection (distribution-based clustering), and distance-based K-means clustering (K-means) [8] , [9] , [10] . In addition, it is observed that GMM is very sensitive to outliers on the perpendicular direction to the probe vehicle, which is improved by collapsing perpendicular direction of in clustering. All four methods will return both optimal number of clusters and corresponding labels for each data point.
We pay special attention to MSC because it is the best fit for fixed-size (reflections from a car that is limited by the size of parking space) and non-ellipse clusters case. Oppositely, K-means is not able to detect non-spherical clusters. and the accuracy of distribution-based clustering like GMM depends on the proximity of prior distribution to the formulation of data. Besides GMM and K-means need to iteratively select the optimal number of clusters according to certain criterion, which can be avoided by using MSC.
MSC is a nonparametric feature-space clustering technique working as a mode-seeking process. The weighted mean of the density in the neighborhood N(x c ) within λ -ball of point x c is:
The difference m(x c ) − x c is called mean shift, and in each iteration x c ← m(x c ) is performed for all data points until m(x c ) converges. One disadvantage of MSC is low computational efficiency. Inasmuch as that, we applied the simplest characteristic function of a flat kernel, which is a binary function with one parameter:
In two-dimensional feature space, non-parametric MSC only requires one parameter h as a scalar of window size λ , which is called the kernel bandwidth. This parameter has clear physical interpretation in our case as the average width of the detected objects. To be adjustable in different scenarios, we tune it in a range of no less than the average width of one passenger vehicle, and no greater than the maximum length. A shortage of MSC is that it is not highly scalable, while it is guaranteed to converge. Thus a single trip should be cut into small segments in preprocessing.
The main drawback of one-step classification for parking detection is its inevitably high Type I Error. If clusters are directly assigned to the given parking spaces on the map, we implies that all the other spaces are unoccupied, which will cause unfavorable errors in the guidance. To avoid that problem, we add a second step to find maximum-margin decision boundaries using multi-class soft margin Support Vector Machine (SVM). Decision boundaries between two neighboring classes are linear. Based on labels from step 1, we can find maximum margin between two neighboring clusters using pairwise one-vs-one analysis, which fits (n clusters − 1) classifiers instead of O(n 2 clusters ) using onevs-one analysis. The threshold of whether there are the free parking spaces between clusters is the ratio of distance between boundaries to average vehicle length or width.
B. Training Data: Single-Vehicle Pilot Test
In order to calibrate parameters in the detection algorithm, we conducted a pilot test using a remodeled vehicle from UMTRI's IVBSS project [11] . To build a training dataset, the positions of parked vehicles and the driving paths of the probe car are restricted to provide ground-truth data when reconstructing the test. The probe vehicle in experiment is equipped with six wide field-of-view (80 ∘ ), short-range (∼10m) radars (SRR), a standard vehicular GPS and a data acquisition system (DAS) connected to CAN bus with over 600 channels at 10 to 50 Hz. In total there are 12 repeated trips for calibration use. Assuming that each sensor has the same accuracy and works independently, we can calibrate them one at a time. Distance from the probe car to parking spaces (D in Figure 1 ) is set to be 80 inches to simulate driving in a parking lot. The average speed is set to be 5 mph to 10 mph for off-street parking and 20 mph for onstreet parking to collect sufficient data. A vehicle feature extraction classifier is incorporated in each SRR as a 'blackbox'. DAS with computer connections serves as a transmitter in the connected vehicle network.
C. Test Data: Off-street and On-street Parking
After the model selection step in training set, we want to inspect how this algorithm performs in real-world situations. A three-day experiment is extended to the same probe car driving in a parking lot (off-street parking) and on a two-way road with road-side parking (on-street parking) during peak hours. The path is predetermined as the two traces shown in Figure 2 . In total there are 160×16 off-street parking spaces and 53×6 on-street parking spaces valid observations in the test set. The actual status of parking spaces are recorded by a camera and translated manually afterwards. In total we monitored 191 in/out events in off-street parking during the experiment, which guarantees to investigate the stability of the algorithm in handling different profiles. 
D. Bayesian Updating
Individual probe cars exploration results are shared through a connected vehicle network, which can be treated as a cooperative mapping problem. Bayesian updating method can estimate the status of parking spaces recursively with new probe vehicle scanning data being aggregated [12] .
Let m m m represent an estimated map shared among probe cars. s s s (n) i denotes the state of probe car n at trip i, which consists of probe vehicles' paths (a list of nodes and directions) and origin-destination couples. z z z (n) i represents the measurement model from vehicle n's radars. With regard to non-automated vehicle, mapping will not affect the control of the probe car itself so the state space is the traveled locations on map.
In sum, the Bayesian inference of updating parking space is:
A distinct interpretation of mapping from traditional Bayesian state estimation is that the measurement term
i ) is the map being updated from trip 1 to trip i − 1. We assume that each probe car has the same measurement model, and probe cars do not interact with each others when driving.
E. Map Matching
The map matching procedure in parking detection is a 1-D matching after dividing each trip to segments. By assuming that the probe car is driving along a row of cars, we can apply one-to-one matching perpendicular to the direction of driving, and use 1/0 notation to represent the estimated state in each scanning. There is no significant difference in accuracy of detection if the object is within the range after comparing the detection errors from left-side and right-side sensors with different ranges/ Therefore, we don't need to consider the impact of D in matching either.
IV. MODEL SELECTION AND TEST RESULT
Model selection including two parts: choosing the proper clustering method in step-one classification, and tuning the parameters of the classifier according to the training set.
The criterion for choosing the best-performance clustering method is the correctness of matching the number of clusters and centroid locations with regard to the known parking configurations. The hypothesis testing for the result of detection algorithm is defined in Table I , and the Type I and Type II error rate are two indicators of the accuracy of the parking detection results. From the sample matching results shown in a sample trip in Figure 3 and the entire set in Figure 5 , we can conclude that MSC outperforms others in the training set in both estimating the states of occupancy and localizing parkings (color represent different clusters). The Type I error rate using only MSC is about 10% to 20% in the training set, which is still unfavorable in terms of users' satisfactions. To avoid high Type I errors in inference, a second step SVM between neighboring clusters is applied and the final output reduces Type I error rate to less than 10% in the training set when it successfully indicates the gap distance between clusters. The parameters tuning process is shown in Figure 4 . For off-street parking, the optimal bandwidth for MSC is set to be 2m because of facing the perpendicular sides of vehicles, and that parameter is 4.5m for on-street parking when facing the parallel sides of vehicles. We neglect the impact of other variables like driving speed when tuning the model. The indicators of the performance of the proposed detection algorithm are Type I and Type II error rates of each segment in the off-street test set and on-street test set. Each trip is divided to segments when the heading of the probe car shifts over ±90 degrees for the sake of avoiding errors at turning points. The histogram of the overall error rate on each segment are shown in Figure 6 (on-street parking) and Figure  7 (off-street parking). The results indicate that this statistical method's Type I error for on-street parkings is 32.62% in average, comparing to 15.23% for the off-street cases. Type II error rates for on-street parking is almost 0, while higher for the off-street case. These errors are sufficient small after applying Bayesian updating after running simulations in [12] . Since Type I error rate is more of our concern, the next step is to analyze the major variables that influence the errors. One may presume that the driving speed is a important factor for this difference as for parameters of MSC have been tuned according to vehicle configures. Therefore we conduct a hypothesis test on the speed profiles versus detection error rates. The regression analysis results in Figure 8 contradict the hypothesis we made, because the p-values for the first-order estimator is larger than 0.05. It is not clear whether the error rate increases because of higher driving speed or different parameters in the classifiers for two cases. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have two major contributions to parking occupancy detection and guidance relying on on-vehicle sensors:
1) Evaluating a two-step classification method for sparse sensor data collected from a single probe car, which is proved to be more stable and effective in balancing Type I and Type II errors especially for off-street parkings. 2) Proposing an adaptive off-street/on-street parking occupancy detection system that utilizes the sensors in ADAS of multiple probe cars to form a collaborative parking detection network. The future work includes two directions: providing systematic management strategies to improve the estimations of parking, and integrating the system to a parking guidance and reservation platform.
